
Meeting: Build Small Coalition 
Date/time: April 1, 2020, 10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. 
Place: Zoom virtual meeting 
 
Attendees 
Elizabeth Decker, Kol Peterson, Dan Rutzick, Patty Morgan, Susan Brown, Sean Green, Trisha 
Patterson, Joe Wykowski, Tim McCormick, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Roseann Johnson, John Miller, 
Garlynn Woodsong, Nate Ember, Ellen Miller, Kay Elmore 
Metro staff 
Rebecca Small, Ted Reid, Clint Chiavarini, Laura Dawson-Bodner, Megan Gibb 

 
I. Introductions and updates 
Rebecca welcomed those present and invited them to give brief updates. Rebecca introduced 
Roseann Johnson from the Homebuilders Association, saying she looks forward to a continued good 
relationship and to advancing common goals. 

II. Updates on projects, programs & legislation 
Trisha Patterson presented on The Shelter to Housing Continuum project. 

• The Shelter to Housing Continuum project attracted 2,000 pieces of testimony, 100 people 
testified in person and a lot of public discussion was generated. 

• Slides were shown on housing policy nexus, affordable and accessible housing and missing 
small housing. 

• Last night council met and voted on the amendment of the package, took testimony and 
passed an emergency and overlay zone. Council passed an amendment to create an 
inventory of viable sites that do not include parks, natural space or sensitive areas. Several 
good sites have been identified. 

• On the table now are RVs, tiny houses, rules on wastewater – all to go forward in another 
package. 

Trisha said she wants to work with tiny house advocates concerned about mobile populations and 
with people who have tiny houses in their back yards, and welcomes their recommendations. 
 
Those in attendance discussed the Shelter to Housing Continuum, SB458 (HB 2283, fee-simple land 
division bill) and HB2001/2003. Comments included: 

• Instead of selling a triplex, allow property to be divided into 3 separate lots to allow smaller 
scale housing, home ownership and increased density. 

• HB 2001 will not necessarily make it easier to create fee simple lots.  
• There will be an amendment proposed to SB 458 at the work session, 1:00 p.m. today. Want 

it to be implementable local level. 
• The Bill creates a middle housing land division process and sets criteria for review; it will 

need to meet local siting and design standards.  There has to be one unit per lot or parcel 
with the exception of a lot/parcel used as a common area. There would be separate utilities 
for each unit and sufficient easements. 

• They applied the existing statutory and process timeline for the application review and 
appeal process; not using the criteria from the expedited land division. 

• Working with cities to get thumbs up on side boards on the subdivision process. 
• Cities are not required to allow ADUs but can allow ADUs. 



• Needed to take this step first before we move forward with ADU home ownership. Bend is 
trying and we are waiting to see if there will be good examples from there. This is for 
jurisdictions of medium and larger sized cities that fall under HB 2001.  

• Important to create home ownership so that equity can be realized. They pushed back on 
deed restrictions. Can note on the plat that the lot was created under this process, but 
cannot put deed restrictions on the lot. 

• Challenge with HB 2001 implementation is that for all non-duplex types, DLCD voted to 
require that cities have sufficient infrastructure as a reviewing criteria. This is difficult to 
implement. 

• Apply for land division first. Nothing prevents from allowing/reviewing the application 
permit at the same time. More likely to get approval on a tentative plat then for building 
permits. 

• Nothing is retroactive in this bill. It is for new construction. 
• Surprising that cities have an option to not allow ADUs. It may be confusing to track how 

and when an ADU was allowed. 
• Lot division: there is no deed restriction on subdivided property, so no equity. There is 

nothing that restricts affordability. 
• On financing side, if a property owner builds an ADU, then creates a condo association with 

their two unit property – would this be more complex than creating two fee simple lots? 
• The quickest way to submit testimony is to go to the website, click on submit testimony 

(whether you want to attach a PDF or write in testimony).  
• What lots are available? Now can change/divide the lots. It will be hard to track the lot 

divisions. 
• When the parent lot qualifies, know the criteria and have the building plan. The resultant lot 

or parcel needs to meet the minimum lot size. 
• The Bill does not contain specificity around right of way and utility. This is determined at 

the local level. 
• Under HB 2001, street frontage requirement is only for townhouses. Street improvements 

can be required for other types of housing, but street frontage cannot be required. 
• There are concerns around how many units are allowed on a flag lot. 

 
III. Priority projects/speakers for this year 
Rebecca suggested small discussions in breakout rooms on three topic areas: 

• Jurisdictions and code updates 
• Homeowners, shelter to housing continuum 
• Builders and middle housing 

She invited those present to self-select to their topic of interest for a 15 minute discussion and then 
report back. 
 
IV. Discussion 
Members of the three groups gave a brief summary of their discussion. 
 
Jurisdictions and code updates: 

• Create a listserv. 
• Create a non-model code driven project. 
• How are planners messaging this? Need to step up engagement work and create more 

interesting messages. 



• Offer a workshop. Speakers could include DLCD staff plus those from larger cities such as 
Beaverton and Hillsboro to share lessons learned about outreach. 

• Are there cities doing a non-model code other than Portland? 
 
Homeowner-hosted RVs and Tiny Homes on Wheels (as allowed by the Shelter to Housing 
Continuum project): 

• Tiny home intentional communities - there are several groups in Portland. Create a how-to 
or best practices guide or have people come together for a day to discuss how to create their 
own communities. 

• Invite speakers with experience doing this successfully in other places 
• Create an affinity group on a certain topic and keep in touch regularly 

Tim McCormick noted that Shelter to Housing Continuum was not discussed. 

 
Builders and middle housing: 

• It is one year since the modern middle housing tour. Invite examples of incentives.  Have 
cities, counties, developers and builders coalesce around a pilot project or case study.  

• Examples of incentives could include partial tax abatements. 
• What are catalysts? 

 
Further discussion: 

• BDS residential infill project will be implemented soon. Staff at BDS have not been trained. A 
proposal was made to request that there is be a month transition period during which time 
both codes could be used. Staff are not being trained until May.  

• Use of a dual track using both codes not usually allowed. Don’t request dual track, but 
instead request a grace period. Accept that it won’t be immediate, but push on getting staff 
trained. 

• How to ensure equitable implementation? 
• Request that BDS provide a lunch and learn. Ask that interested parties send a letter to 

support this and a speedy move to new requirements.  
 
V. Closing Thoughts/Action Items 
Rebecca adjourned the meeting at 11:30 a.m., inviting those who were available to stay on for 
informal discussion until noon. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


